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OPERATIONS-BASED TRAINING STRATEGY FOR LONGWALL MINING

By R. Larry Grayson,' Michael J. Klishis,'
Ronald C. Althouse,' and George M. Lies2

ABSTRACT
A system that can be used to pinpoint the specific training needs of operations and assist in the
design and upgrading of focused training approaches can benefit longwall mining. It can be directed
at systematically correcting performance discrepancies at an individual, crew, or mine level, and also
to challenge workers and management toward attaining improved performances. Such an approach
involves a combination of features, such as diligence in monitoring and evaluating performances,
thorough coordination in implementing changes, and effective use of operational data.
The Bureau of Mines, through contract with the Mining Extension Service of West Virginia
University, has developed such a system, the training in operations program (TOP), that combines
these features and ties longwall training directly to operational performance requirements.
The TOP provides a practical five-step system for managers to implement a focused training
program that coincides with longwall productivity and efficiency goals. The system permits management to plan, organize, and schedule task training, cross training, and specialized longwall skills
training of regular crews and backup personnel.

INTRODUCTION
Managers in the coal industry often wish they had a fool-

proof system for managing operational performance and
managers in safety, training, and operations would like a
system for upgrading training to match operational needs. A
practical approach for managing operations and upgrading

worker skills involves a combination of features, such as
diligence in monitoring and evaluating performances, thorough coordination in implementing changes, and effective
use of operational data.
The training in operations program (TOP) is a management system that combines these features so that managers
can plan, organize, and direct longwall training efforts. It is
an operations-based strategy that ties longwall training directly to operational performance requirements and guides
management step-by-step in using operational data for improving safety and efficiency through training.

In a manner similar to the way management seeks to
allocate and use human, technical, and support resources for
more efficient longwall operations, this approach:

1. Provides an operator with an organized way to plan
and execute training for developing proficient workers and for
improving work practices on the longwall face,

2. Introduces guidelines and schedules for training of
longwall workers and workers from different areas of the mine
who are often reassigned to nonroutine tasks, and

3. Establishes operational performance criteria that
guide the training of workers assigned to longwall panels and
allow for timely evaluation of their individual performances.

This approach can benefit longwall operators threefold.
First, it incorporates a problem-solving method for assisting
management in pinpointing trainable operational concerns.
Second, it helps managers make better use of training re-

sources for upgrading and maintaining worker skills in a
systematic way. Last, it emphasizes collection and analysis of
data for assessing the impact of training on operational performances.

'Assistant professor.
'Curriculum designer.
Mining Extension Service, West Virginia University,
Morgantown, WV.
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TRAINING IN OPERATIONS PROGRAM: A METHODOLOGY
The Mining Extension Service of West Virginia University, under contract with the Bureau of Mines, developed the
concept for the TOP on the basis of an 18-month assessment
of training needs in longwall mining.

Develop
training strategy

This operations-based training concept fits the traditional mine management system for controlling operational
performances, but it directs managers in using operational
data for improving worker proficiency and, hence, reducing
downtime and accidents.
The model (fig. 1) consists of a five-step methodology
that guides managers in developing a specific training strategy for resolving operational areas of concern.
The five steps, which will be described in more detail,

Plan the training
in operations program (TOP)

are-

Schedule training

Developing a training strategy.
2. Planning the training program.
3. Scheduling and executing training.
4. Evaluating impact of training on operations.
5. Obtaining feedback and adjusting training strategies.

and execute TOP

1

Evaluate impact of training
on operations and achieving
objectives

Through this process, TOP provides a practical way for
managers to maintain compatibility between training and
operations and to implement training according to established
company policy, particalor on-the-job training (OJT) practices, and operational timetable& Also, this system permits
management to plan, organize, and schedule task training,

crossintining, and specialized skills training of longwall
crews and otherworkers who are assigned intermittently to

Obtain feedback.
Make adjustments in TOP
and/or operations

longwall tasks.
The model can direct management in making the best use
of current longwall training options (Harold (1),3Jackson (2),
Sprouts (3), and Riddell and Savage (4)). Also, it can help
longwall operators bridge the gap between initial training by
the manufacturer of the longwall equipment, which extends

FIGURE 1. Training In operations program (TOP) modal.

from installation of equipment and the first few weeks of
operations. and task training or annual refresher training,
which may meet the coal operator's cross-training requirements.

TOP AND OPERATIONS-BASED DATA MANAGEMENT
1. Work practices that often change according to the

As a systematic approach to longwall training, the TOP
involves the use of operational data and related information
for training purposes. Analysis of such data can help managers pinpoint real training needs and project operational beneffis. With this strategy, mine management can also capitalize
on existing knowledge and experienceoften lost with infor-

requirements of a system's technology and equipment modifications; panel design and dimensions, and mining or physical conditions.
2. Work (shift) organization that depends on the amount

of time used for performance of production-related tasks,
nonroutine tasks associated with downtime, and tasks required for servicing and maintenance of equipment.

mal trainingand adjust training plans to meet operational
demands.
The program organizes pertinent operational information
according to three facets of longwall mining:

3. Workforce requirements that derive from staffing and
crew configuration, demographic trends of longwall crews,
and the general or specialized training needs of machine
operators and selected workers.

'Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the fist of
references preceeding the appendix at the end of this paper.
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The three facets of longwall mining provide a useful
framework for organizing data and information that affect
longwall training. Each facet consists of several factors that
influence both the contest of traiaing and the level of performance.

LONGWALL WORK PRACTICES

Preferred work practices often change as management
makes modifications in the longwall system for safety and
efficiency. Longwall operators also tend to implement new
technology as it becomes available, phase out labor to reduce
mining costs, and usually standardize work practices as
changes are made in the system.

Longwall systems, which generally handle adverse

Work practices may vary widely according to technology, /mei dimensions, and face conditions, although longwall operators have sought to standardize operational procedures over the years. Mine operators generally prefer a
double-ended ranging drum shearer and shields for their
longwall systems (table 1). This type of installation now
accounts for nearly 85 pct of all longwall panels operating in
1986 according to analysis of recent studies (Sprouts (0).

physical conditions better than other mining methods, are still

characterized by a number of common problems affecting
work practices. These areas of concern are congested walkways, which restrict movement, especially at the headgate,
flying and falling rocks, especially at shearer operator and
shield worker locations; and tight clearance for workers assigned to cleaning rock-coal spillage, transporting supplies
along the face, and performing nonroutine maintenance work
(especially during downtime periods).

TABLE 1 - Longwell equipment utilization, 1974-84
1974

Number

pct

New installations
1975-77
1978-82
Number
pct
Number
pct

All installations operating
in 1984-85 period
Number
pct

DOUBLE-ENDED RANGING SHEARER
Chainless haulage:
Shield support
Chock support
Chain haulage:
Shield support
Chock support

4

8

3

20

43

88

74

1

2

0

NAp

0

NAp

0

6
9

12

8
2

53

3

6

6

6

13

1

2

2

2

NAp

2

2

18

74
NAp

SINGLE-DRUM RANGING SHEARER
Chainless haulage:
Shield support
Chain haulage:
Shield support
Frame support

0

0

0

NAp

0

7

14

0

2

1

1

2

0

NAp
NAp

1

1

0

NAp

0

NAp

SINGLE FIXED DRUM SHEARER
Chainless haulage:
Shield support
Chain haulage:
Shield support
Chock support
Rope haulage:
Chock support

0

0

0

NAp

0

NAp

1

1

0

0

NAp
NAp

0
0

NAp
NAp

1

10

0
0

1

3

1

1

2

4

0

NAp

0

NAp

2

2

8

8

1

1

1

1

0
0

NAp
NAp

100

100

COAL PLOW
Chain haulage:
Shield support
Chock support
Frame support
Rope haulage
Chock support
Frame support

1

4
2

7

14

0

2
3

4

0

6

0

2

1
1

7
7
NAp

0

2
NAp
NAp

NAp
NAp

0
0

NAp
NAp

1

0

ALL CUTTING MACHINE SYSTEMS
Total
NAp: Not applicable

48

100

15

100

49

100
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TABLE 2. - Overview of longwail crew responsibilities
Scope of
activity

Startup2

Servicemaintenance'

I

End of shift

On-shift duties
Downtime
I
Cutting time

ItTADGATE OPERATOR
Corninunications,
coordination. transportation. Performs
all tasks.
Alignment done by
a supervisorshieldman.

Service duties, vis- i Coordinates startup
with shearer
ual housekeeping.
operator who gives
OK and startup ordens.

Coordinating role with
supervisor and shearer
operator. Performs all
tasks. Monitors cutting
speed, communicates
with headgate operator
on pass, both ways.

Special duties and
tasks as instructed.

gize.

i

SHEARER OPERATOR
visequerwe o aag---M%7i='r=ti""-7ery
ual monitoring.
ties coordinates
with many (e.g.,
startup,aligrunent,
deenergize shearer,
hydraulic hoses, fittings). Shields pressurized by shield
mover.
Coordinates,
cheeks activities
with many workers
at the face. Runs
face equipment.

Usually mechanicelectrician or maintenance shift.

Discuss cuts with superCoordinates with
visor. coordinates with
headgate operator
supervisor. Performs all
key steps (e.g., all
clear, panline, ener- tasks. Monitors cutting
gize) under instruc- speed, communicates
dons from supervi- with headgate operator
on pass, both ways.
SOL.

None.

All shutdown tasks
(except deenergize
shearer and powerwater, done by headgate
operator).

None.

Coordinates shutdown
with supervisor, mechanic-electrician,
and utility workers
(deenergize locally).

PLOW HEAD-TAIL OPERATOR
Coordinates startup
with supervisor and
electrician-mechanic, functioning
as headgate
operator. Informsdon on heightdepth from supervisor, tailgate
operator, jacksetter.

All shutdown tasks
(except hydraulic
pumps), does deener-

Monitors sequence
movement of panline,
but not alignment, face
crew aligns. Methane
supervisor checks, reports to supervisor, face
crew.

SHIELDMAN-JACKSETTER
Preoperational dusually, hydraulic
Coordinates an
ties apply here too.
supervisor,
electrisupervisor and othclan- mechanic, utilers on face. Performs all tasks. Of- ity worker.
ten OK's with hy- i
draulic supervisor
or mechanic,
headgate operator,
electrician.

Communicates with
headgate operator and
shearer operator (except hydraulic pumps,
electrician-mechanicutility worker or supervisor turns off
pumps).

Special concerns.
Coordinate-cornmuruWe between headgate
operator, shearer-plow
operator, moving shields
and moving panlines
(following operators).

MECHANIC -ELECTRI I

Special skills,
qualifications.

Mechanic or 3d
shift maintenance
often does work.

Does ongoing permissibility checks,
repairs equipment
(as needed).

Does ongoing pennissibility checks, repairs
equipment (as needed).

UTILITY WORKERS
As directed, may d
Directed, inspot tasks (e.g., get
strutted, assigned
materials). May asby supervisor. Performs all tasks. As- sist servicing (e.g.,
grease, rockdust
sists operators, shbits).
ieldman. Performs
housekeeping setup
tasks.

'Permissibility check.
2Includes preoperational checks.
30r 3d shift maintenance

Involved with other ' Assist as ordered these
workers headgate
workers.
operator shieldman
tailgate operator stage
loader operator (construction crew stallman).
May relieve shieldman.
Performs tasks at all
places on face or outby.

Performs tasks as
needed or in-

None.

stroctecl.

As directed, may
do servicing,
housekeeping, special instructions.

'

Directed, instructed,
assigned to help head
gate operator, shieldman, (tailgate operator) (e.g., shovels,
rockdusts, servicing).
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LONGWALL PRODUCTIVITY

LONGWALL WORK (SHIFT)
ORGANIZATIONProductivity and costs of a longwall system are tied in
part to the 'fficient organization of work across shifts. The assignment of labor on a typical shift depends on the amount of
time longwall crew members perform work related to produc-

tion, downtime, and maintenance activities. Table 2 shows
the responsibility of a longwall crew across a shift.
Longwall mining requires a great deal of coordination
among workers and continuity in the performance of tasks.
Workers have to perform assigned tasks in a prescribed way

to achieve and maintain optimal operational efficiency.
During downtime periods, work activities are influenced by

the fact that the supervisor has to reassign workers and
redistribute workloads.

Mechanical breakdowns, nonmechanical delays, and
accidents can affect productivity drastically. The amount of
available cutting time, according to an analysis of recent

productivity studies (Peake, (0), as shown in figure 2,
company data, as shown in figure 3, and on-site observations
ranges on the average from only 100 to 170 min per shift.
Based on productivity figures, mine operators generally
must reassign workers a lot of the time to nonroutine tasks and/

FIGURE 3.Monthly summary of production and downtime
for sample longwall mine.

Equipment-related work and environmental hazards affect the longwall crew generally across a typical shift. Falls
of coal, pans-conveyors, roof support, and mining machinery
are common agents causing bodily injury to the longwall
miner. About 40 pct of the injuries were due to lifting, trips,
falls, or handling materials.

or maintenance work. Production periods still incur more
injuries than startup or end-of-shift periods. However,
nonroutine tasks during downtime can account for as much as

4, pct of reported longwall accidents.

LONGWALL PRODUCTION

av ton per shift
94-In seam

64-in seam

45-in seam

height

height

height

1,307 tons

934 tons

739 tons

KEY:

Estimated
downtime

.7

A

Estimated
0.0.0
face time

FIGURE 2.Average longwall production per shift by seam height, and estimated production and downtime.
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LONGWALL WORKFORCE
REQUIREMENTS

lit

I

I

KEY

- Years in present occupa-lion (present experience)

Longwall mining is characterized by a veteran and experienced labor force. The average age among longwall workers
studied is 35 yr and their average total mining experience is
10 yr.
A iongwall crew (table 3) constitutes a relatively stable
work group that remains intact over a long period of time (i.e.,
14 to 16 yr), spanning a series of longwall panels and moves.
Crew sizes range from 4 to 13 workers, down from 30 workers

on pre-1970 panels, depending on the degree of control

E 40

- - Total years in mining
(total experience)

i-

30

t
%%

/

cc 20

/

1

/

technology. Recent technological advancements (e.g., sensors, microprocessors) suggest that future longwall panels
may require significantly fewer face workers.
Generally, workers tend to remain on the longwall panels
in various occupations, often cross training among these jobs

if

/4

a_

1

I
I

/

/

I
I _

/

%;

al
2 10

and bidding on other longwall jobs but not bidding off the
longwall panel. These workers, however, experience a substantial number of injuries as they move from job to job on the
longwall.
A range of accidents occurs to those workers who, on the
average, have less than 5 yr experience (fig. 4) in their current
job. This suggests that a worker may have extensive longwall
experience with skills in one job, but may not possess the -kills
required of a new job assignment. This pattern holds true for

0

1

2

,

I

I

1

I

I,

4

6
8 10 12
EXPERIENCE, yr

14

16

FIGURE 4.-LongwaK experience versus overall experience
in relation to nonfatal days lost (NFDL) injuries for miners in
longwall occupations, 1983-84.

all longwall workers, except mechanics, electricians, and
supervisors.
Based on an analysis of accidents reported by 34 West
Virginia mines operating 42 longwalls in the 1983-84 period,
the cumulative lost time for reported injuries can result in a
substantial loss. Nonfatal days lost (NFDL) at mines studied
totaled 89 person-months in 1 yr and 93 person-months the
other year or about 7 to 8 employee-years or more of work
annually.
These facets of longwall mining provide a useful way to
arrange and analyze operational data for determining specific

training responses. In using these operational indicators,

company personnel from various departments can define
training strategies and choose the most appropriate options for
improving operational performances.
Next, this paper uses a scenario to show how managers
can incorporate TOP into their normal decisionmaking structure and improve safety and efficiency of a longwall system
through an operations-based training strategy.

Table 3. - Demographic characteristics of longwall workers experiencing injuries, 1983-84

Age
Shear, plow operator
Shield, jacksetter
Headgate operator
Utility worker
Other labor
Electrician-mechanic
Management-salaried
Average or total

Average, yr
Mining
Present job

Injuries,
pct

Average lost
days per injury

16.3

18.7
13.2

9.6

4.9
4.2

11.0

5.1

9.2

4.2

33
36
37

8.5
10.6
11.8

3.0

6.9

15.9
11.6
16.3
12.8

35

10.4

5.2

100.0

36
32
38
36

11.3

6.1

21.3
5.8

36.0
23.4
18.7
14.0

20.4
18.7
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LONGWALL MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING
Longwall mining, as in most other mining methods, requires management to plan, organize, and control operations

through the exchange of information in both formal and
informal meetings. To allocate and use resources efficiently,
managers must deal with data and information affecting labor,
equipment, utilities, supplies, materials, and mine-specific
conditions. Much of this information, as will be shown, may
also be used and applied to develop a focused training effort
(as needed) for company personnel.
For comparison purposes, a scenario will be used here to

show the differences in using data between a traditional
management system and a management system employing
the TOP. The scenario will illustrate a problem discovered by
a manager of mines on a routine, biweekly visit to a mine's
longwall panel, which is equipped with a double-ended ranging drum shearer and two-legged shields.
First, a description of the problem: The managerof mines
is observing production work along the panel, and notes that
a shield mover is having trouble with baseplates digging into

soft bottom, and that this problem, on occasion, leads to
downtime. Also, the manager discovers that the worker is not

placing crib blocks under the shields to help them stay on
bottom, and tends to keep hydraulic valves open too long
when resetting shields against the roof.
The manager learns from the longwall supervisor that this
particular employee is a fill-in for the regular shield worker,
that the worker had some previous experience as a fill-in for
other members of the longwall crew, and that the worker was
trained on moving shields for 2 hat the beginning of the shift.

The supervisor, however, acknowledges that this fill-in
worker has not mastered many of the fine points of the job.
At end of day, the manager notes that a total of 40 min of
downtime occurred because of this problem, and that the fill-

in shield worker was injured when a shield mashed the
worker's foot into the bottom after it slid off the baseplate of
an adjacent shield. First aid treatment and transportation from
the panel interrupted production for another 30 min.
Now, compare the approaches as managers attempt to
resolve the longwall problem.

Consider the case of the manager of mines from the
scenario above. The manager recognizes several problems,
such as costs of downtime, direct and indirect costs of accidents, and the company's practice of using partially trained
workers as fill-ins for regular longwall crew members. What
does the traditional management system offer, in the way of
information, in order to solve the dilemma? What tools are
available to help managers develop a planned, focused training effort to make operations more cost efficient?

Taking the problem back to the company's monthly
review meeting, the manager of mines has to deal with the
following:
The coal mine management system typically consists of
three levels at which managers consider data and/or information regarding mining operations:
1. 1Vionthly Divisional or Corporate Meetings.--Here
managers review operational performances, discuss costs and
productivity, determine capital and staff support of major
work requirements, and analyze operational problems that
potentially impact productivity.
Types of data and information generated for and by this
level includes comparisons between established goals and
present performance levels, labor assignment and supply
delivery schedules, equipment maintenance and utilization
plans, and other operational data (e.g., machine-panel designs, work practices).

2. Weekly Mine Planning Meetings. These are designed to coordinate various work requirements among departments, to plan new jobs and weekend or idle work, follow
up on progress of projects, and to examine operational problems and determine solutions.
At this lc, el, information reflects operational perform-

ances, which may be directed at supporting a particular
manager's position regarding a problem, costs of mining, and
accomplishment of work according to new or revised schedules. Performance measures usually include productivity
figures, downtime hours worked on support and maintenance,
consumption of supplies, accidents and violations, and a line
item summary of mining costs.

3. jnformal Mine Meetings. At this level, meetings

MANAGEMENT AND INFORMAL
TRAINING
Management decisions, including both immediate and
deferred responses to a problem, may require training of
hourly or supervisory personnel. Managers usually approach
training within the traditional decisionmaking structure, and
such training, which can be critical to cost-efficient longwall
operations, often defaults to informal or impromptu methods
(usually involving a supervisor), which often lack new information, effective communications, and guidelines for evaluation of performances.

may involve preshift coordination sessions at the supervisor
staging area, where personnel relate and transfer information,
generally in an unsummarized format, which bears directly on
the previous shift's impact on the present status of sections
and jobs.
Specific information exchanged includes physical condi-

tions, equipment locations on sections or panels, status of
supplies, materials, mechanical availability of equipment, and

status of ongoing work (e.g., track-belt installation or removal, cable power center moves, construction of stoppings).
At this level, such information determines jobs that must be

accomplished simultaneously with production to ensure

5S
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concern such as the problem observed by the mine manager in

uninterrupted operations, and assists managers in updating
and revising work schedules for efficiency.
At each stage in this decisionmaking process, personnel
handle and review different kinds of data and information.
Each level involves assignment of jobs, scheduling of work,
or adjusting schedules based on updated information and
input from various personnel to comply with operational
objectives.

the shield mover scenario. Working within the traditional
management system, here is how TOP can systematically
address the problems raised by the mine manager.
1. Devekwrinoa Training, Strateay.Step 1 of TOP (fig.
5) is initiated when the mine manager and other key personnel
discuss the observed problem at the monthly review meeting.
Only this time, managers have access to the TOP system and

program guidelines. Here is what may transpire:
At the monthly review meeting, the manager of mines
states the case for developing the skills of fill-in workers
through training. The manager relates the issue to key personnel at the meeting: the superintendent of the mine, director of
safety and training, controller, and the chief engineer.
The manager presents the facts: The injured worker was
off 18 days and the accrued costs of the accident (e.g., direct
and indirect expenses) is $4,600 so far, and the 70 min of
downtime translates into nearly a $9,000 cost considering idle
equipment and personnel. Then, the manager charges the
mine superintendent with the responsibility to train a number
of employees to be proficient as fill-ins for all longwall jobs,
and asks for a report on progress in 1 month.

The manager of mines, given this system, has many ways
to tum to resolve; the recognized problem. However, how does
the manager begin to state the case for either training of fill ins or reduction of accidents to avoid unplanned downtime?
What information is required to make the decision? Who does
top management charge with the responsibility for training?

Without guidelines for incorporating operational data
into decisions for training, managers may discuss a problem
and then defer action or take immediate, ineffective steps to
remedy the situation. If they make an immediate decision to
train workers as fill-ins, how do they implement their plan? If
they defer action because they need additional information,

what helps them determine the types of data needed to be
collected?
Here is what might have transpired in the scenario:

2. BaaningatiningandEvaluatina.Given an area of
focus, commitment by upper level management, and keeping
projected benefits in mind, key mine-level personnel initiate

After considering the problem, top management decides to train additional workers to serve

step 2 (fig. 6) and begin to formulate specific objectives.
These objectives should be quantifiable as far as possible to

as substitutes for regular longwall crew members. In so doing, the management team charges
the supervisor with the training responsibility.

permit evaluation of progress.
At the weekly planning meeting, the superintendent ex-

plains the situation and costs incurred to key personnel:

With time at a premium, especially on the part of
the supervisor, operational limitations often re-

sult in transfer of only the most basic aspect of
job requirements to the worker (i.e., the functional aspects of performing a task or operating
machinery).
Training of this nature quite often falls short on followup
evaluation. Also, misinterpretation of intent, inability to
implement actions, or inattention to detail may prevent proper
implementation of desired instructions.

The training experience, hence, becomes one of selflearning. As the worker encounters problems, he or she

focuses only on those essentials needed to maintain
operational performance. Often, the trainee may have to ask
the supervisor or a fellow worker for the proper way to handle
a problem. Or, unfortunately, this person may use faulty
reasoning in order to accomplish a sequence of tasks. Such an
informal approach often leads to shortcuts as the worker tries
to get the job done without understanding the potential for
mishaps, which may result in downtime and/or injury.

FORMALIZING TRAINING WITH TOP
Features of the TOP provide a way for managers, beginning at the monthly review meeting, to focus on a specific

5S

longwall coordinator, general mine supervisor, chief electrician, outside sueprvisor, trainer and others. "Does a problem
exist and, if so, how many workers should we train as fill-ins?"
the superintendent asks of the group. The longwall coordinator suggests that four workers be trained as fill-ins for various
longwall jobs, and that the mine could gain much operational
flexibility as well as guard against a recurrence of the previous
experience.
After obtaining a consensus, the superintendent charges
the trainer and safety director to draw up a plan for training
four workers and estimate total costs. The superintendent will
choose the trainees after consulting with the mine supervisor,
longwall coordinator, shift supervisor, and the mine committee.
In a related move, the superintendent requests the chief
engineer to project potential benefits of this training approach
(i.e., training employees as fill-ins for regular workers who
were off or sick). "How much could we have saved over the
past 3 months, in terms of production time lost and costs of
accidents, if we already had well-trained workers to fill in as
needed?"

Next, the trainer assesses training resources and their
compatibility with specific objectives, tailors materials, and
develops a tentative training plan and timetable. Also, management determines specific information and data to be col-
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lected during and after training, so that the company will
obtain an accurate evaluation of the impact of training on

3. SchtdulingaraininganfiMataCigkgliiaThis

operations and achievement of objectives.
This step requires thought on how and when to obtain
data, analyze and summarize it, and present it to personnel
throughout the organization. At this point, data and information must reflect performance levels resulting from changes
and allow for comparisons between new performance levels
and acceptable standards. (Types of data are referred to under
weekly planning meetings.)

Consider:
1. Overall goals
2. Existing training
3. Changes in operations
4. Operational problems
5. Worker or supervisor needs
6. Feedback

planning process then leads to step 3 (fig. 7) of TOP. Management schedules and executes training plans, bearing in mind

the need for types of training, specific times and nainees,
operational contingencies, and potential revisions of the plan.
Also, a schedule is set for specific data collection activities,

which may require coordination between training and
operations personnel.

4. Faaluating.DataAndhigrogaga.This step (fig. 8)
involves evaluation of the training impact on operations and
in achieving specific objectives. Decisions focus on application of specific data analysis methods, and use of summary
statistics or information for assessing the training impact.

Input: training strategy
components
Focus areas: commitments; projected benefits

I

I

Develop specific objectives

Areas of focus

examples:
Control roof behavior on headgate area
Train mechanics on circuitry
Retrain in work area preparation
Cross train fill-in workers as shield
movers

Improve an operational area
Reduce risks
New skills
Upgrade skills
Cross training
Transfer job knowledge
I

I

Determine commitment

Focus on training
1. Analyze resources
2. Address specific objectives
3. Match specific requirements
4. Select appropriate trainer
5. Make tentative plan

Training resources
Planning and scheduling
Evaluation tools
Money
Personnel
Communications and feedback

I

Focus on evaluation
I

Data and information required
Data collection and evaluation methods
Feedback process

Project benefits

I
I

To planning phase
FIGURE 5.Developing a training strategy.

I

To scheduling phase
FIGURE 6.Planning TOP.
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Input: TOP plan

Input: actual training data and information
collected; pending schedules

Assess and adjust *valuation methods

Scheduling training sessions
Specific times
General timetable
Period for selected workers

Perform evaluations and summarize

I

I

Schedule data collection

Effectively display results of evaluations

Performance monitoring
Information gathering
Analysis period
Followup visits
Reporting dates
Feedback meetings

Determine methods of presentation

FIGURE S.Evaluation In TOP.

Perform training
As scheduled
collect data
Revise as needed
Update resources

Input: Evaluations of training impact on
operations and in achievement of
objectives

Give and receive feedback
prmweitwerrimgmemmitgoolmtmgrimirmiwiltrmetimmrus

To evaluation phase
'

r

Analyze results of evaluations
and feedback sessions

FIG('RE 7.-Scheduling TOP.

Afterwards, the results of evaluation will be presented in
various visual and graphic forms to distinct audiences within
the company. Care must be taken to ensure that methods of
presentation are compatible with the audience in order to elicit
appropriate feedback.

Disseminate results

5. agabackgagMjusigicaFeedback from personnel at various levels is a critical function of the TOP system.
This effort (fig. 9) provides information to operating and staff
personnel regarding results from training and attainment of
objectives, and obtains constructive comments from them

FIGURE O.Feedback in TOP.
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regarding shortcomings of training, the TOP methodology,
formulation of plans or schedules, or practicality in tackling
other areas of concern.
Following this interaction, managers can make adjustments to improve the program, amend objectives, continue as
planned, or concentrate more heavily on other operational
problems. Finally, dissemination of results to all appropriate
levels in the organization ensures commitment from various

personnel and keeps them abreast of results. Hence, this
process will lead to new strategies (involving other areas of
focus), new plans, and updated schedules in a systematic and
continuous manner.
As the scenario depicts, TOP guides managers toward the
achievement of safer and more efficient operations through a
process aimed at mastering longwall changes or innovations
and monitoring performance requirements. This leads to

better control of operational performances and an effective
way for measuring the training impact on operations.
In mastering changes, managers can adjust training to
match anticipated modifications in work practices. This
permits development of specific objectives which translate

operational needs into training plans and schedules. By
monitoring performance levels, management can evaluate
results and make adjustments in training to meet operational
needs. This results in the continuous use of operational data
for upgrading the skills of the longwall workforce.

Thus, TOP provides managers with a way to better
control operational conditions for high performance of a
longwall system. It gives mine operators a perspective for
developing a specific operations-based training strategy and
for assessing the impact of training on safety and efficiency.

CONCLUSION
The characteristics of U.S. longwall mining, coupled
with global coal market conditions, emphasize a necessity for
management to plan and organize training to reduce and make
effective use of unplanned downtime, develop worker proficiency and eliminate performance errors, and improve both
the efficiency and safety of longwall technology. These are
imperatives managers cannot afford to forfeit.
Longwall productivity and accident experience, as discussed in this paper, indicated that management can reduce

downtime and lost workdays by paying close attention to
detail and developing an operations-based training strategy to
address operational problems in a systematic fashion.
The TOP offers a formalized methodology for guiding
and assisting management in the application of data and infor-

mation to improve operational performances as part of a
company's normal decisionmaking process. It can provide

benefits by allowing management to create a schedule of
training requirements directed at
Individual or crew work practices,
Familiarization of crew members with new or modified
machinery or changing physical conditions, and
Development of auxiliary personnel to perform longwall
operational or support activities.
This operations-based strategy provides managers with a
tool for improving operational safety and efficiency and for
accomplishing various types of training as described in this
paper. This approach to longwall operations can ensure accomplishment of intended objectives for developing proficient longwall workers and, in the end, higher productivity.
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